1. Beloved, we have had our good years!—Our fat years & our famous years, our popular years & our prosperous years! I believe that we're now entering into our worldwide-persecution lean years! Jonestown is their excuse to attack all the cults, & the cults are their excuse to attack us—because there is not one of them that preaches as much useful messages as we do. Far as far as they are concerned, we have done the most damage to their reputations & their children!—So they hate us!  
2. We're beginning a new year, & I would say that we could take the scripture for our new year from the passage in Matthew 10 where Jesus was warning His disciples: 'Be as wise as serpents & harmless as doves', because 'the world will hate you' & try to kill you!  
3. So, why has all this happened? Surely it is not because there are so many of us—we're one of the smallest religious groups in the world! It's not that our numbers are so great, but we are so militant & so active & successful! We get around more than most church members, we preach more gospel than most church members, we win more souls than most church members & we get more publicity than most church members or other groups: There's hardly one of these other sects that is as commonly & constantly named in these anti-sect articles as much as us!  
4. We have had over 3 million converts, & we could count all of them as members of the family: They are members of God's family, the spiritual family of the Lord. If they're saved, then they are His children & they are members of his family. But all are not members with whom we keep in regular touch, sad to say, as far as we know.—but maybe they're the ones who are still taking the letters—the 3 million a month!—That's our circulation!  
5. It's not because we have so many churches or so much power & so much wealth, although they accuse us of that too!—it's not so! Sometimes I wish it were! Most denominations or religious groups have thousands of churches, whereas we only have less than 900 homes!—but they are everywhere!—they are in 80-some countries with half-a-dozen people average in each one, who are very actively, militantly & lovingly spreading the gospel!—and we've been in over 100 countries!—"A little leaven has leavened the whole lump"! (I Cor.5:6.) Hallelujah! What Jesus wanted about our enemies, the devil could warn about us!—Ha!  
6. We have 'saturated the world with our doctrine' & we have "turned it upside-down"! (Ac.5:28; 17:6.) (Well, we've tried to turn them rightside-up!) Is it our numbers they're afraid of—we are one of the smallest of all the groups, but one of the oldest & earliest of the groups that they name!—But!  
7. I don't know of any of these groups who have gotten out as much literature—over 300 million copies to date! I don't know of any who have been in as many countries, who have saturated as much of the world with their doctrine & who have received as much publicity as we have!—yet we are the smallest one of the bunch, think of that! It's a miracle of God! And it's also a wonderful commentary on your faithfulness & your diligence & your hard work in helping to get it out! PTL! Get!  
8. So, what are they afraid of? Why do they attack us more bitterly than any? Why do they hate us so?—because we have done the best job, we have reached the most people with the most powerful message!—and as far as they are concerned, we have done the most damage to their reputations & their children!—so they hate us!  
9. It's not because there are so many of us or because we have so many churches, or skyscrapers in New York or hotels in Switzerland or office buildings in London like some of those other folks, they really own the property! It has more to do with the 324 million pieces of literature that we have distributed & the 20 billion people we've preached to!  
10. I don't know of any of these groups who have been as vocal & as honest in attacking the devil's systems & religions & churches & hypocrites & rich governments, like the United States & Western Europe, & its economic & political systems! We are probably one of the most politically & economically anti-system-oriented of all!  
11. I had a preacher come up to me when I was attacking the school board in Miami, Florida for teaching nothing but evolution, while I was preaching nothing but anti-evolution! This self-righteous Pharisee of one of the local churches, an Evangelical Christian, came up to me with fire in his eyes ready to fight! He said, 'Why don't you just preach the sweet loving gospel of Jesus Christ!—and lay off all this foolishness about evolution & all!'  
12. We have been more like the prophets of God than any other of these small new religious groups—certainly more so than the big ones!—because we have cut & slashed & ripped right & left & torn right in where angels fear to tread! That was one of the first prophecies ever uttered over me:  
13. "I shall make thee as a sharp-toothed threatening instrument in my hand which shall rip with violence the pillows from under the arms of those which sit at ease in Zion!"—The churches & the system!—and the Jews of Zion too!—Ha! Have we done that?—we sure have!—thank God! We've plastered the world with the truth!  
14. Why does such a tiny group have so many enemies? Why are almost all the world's Jews & churches & system out to get us? There is hardly any group in this world that has so many enemies! We are experts at it! We probably
HAVE MORE PEOPLE IN THIS WORLD THAT HATE US THAN ANY RELIGIOUS GROUP THAT EVER LIVED: WHY?
15. BECAUSE WE HAVE DONE A GOOD JOB; WE HAVE TOLD THE TRUTH, & THE DEVIL HATES THE TRUTH & TO BE EXPOSED & HE HATES TO HAVE HIS PEOPLE EXPOSED. HE HATES TO INFLUENCE MORE PEOPLE WITH THE TRUTH THAN ALMOST ANY GROUP IN HISTORY! AND WE HAVE WON A LOT OF YOUNG DISCIPLES WITH THIS TRUTH: WE'VE DONE A GOOD JOB, BELIEVED—AN EXCELLENT JOB, & GOD IS PROUD OF US!—AND THE DEVIL HATES US!
16. WE'VE ALSO HAD OVER 2,000 BIRTHS IN THE FAMILY, & RIGHT NOW NEARLY 1,800 CHILDREN. NEARLY ONE-THIRD OF OUR TOTAL FAMILY ARE YOUNG CHILDREN. ALL! GOD HAS BLESSED US WITH KIDS! THE AVERAGE HOME IS ONE MATED COUPLE, TWO SINGLES & TWO CHILDREN. IS THAT WHY THEY HATE US, BECAUSE WE HAVE SO MANY CHILDREN?—THEY'RE ALL FOR BIRTH CONTROL & MURDERING BABIES, SO MAYBE THAT'S ONE REASON THEY HATE US? THEY'RE AFRAID WE'RE GOING TO OVER-Populate THE WORLD!
17. WE ALSO PROBABLY WIN MORE SOULS THAN ANY MAJOR Denomination, EVEN AT THE PRESENT LOW RATE OF ONLY 33,000 A MONTH TO AS HIGH AS OVER 100,000 A MONTH IN THE DAYS OF OUR GREAT POPULARITY & GOOD PUBLICITY, WHEN IT WAS A LITTLE BIT MORE POPULAR TO BE ONE OF US! THINK OF IT!: OVER 3 MILLION SOULS IN 10 YEARS! MAYBE THAT'S ONE REASON THEY ARE WORRIED ABOUT US, BECAUSE WE DO WIN A LOT OF PEOPLE TO THE LORD!—BUT THAT'S ONE REASON THE DEVIL'S WORRIED ABOUT US!
18. OUR LIT—THAT'S ONE THING THEY FEAR, I'M SURE: WE HAVE BEEN LIKE THE PROPHETS OF GOD, WE HAVE TOLD THE TRUTH, WE HAVE SATURATED THE EARTH WITH OUR DOCTRINE, WE HAVE TURNED IT UPSIDE-DOWN TO THEIR WAY OF THINKING, & WE HAVE DONE A GOOD JOB OF IT!
19. BUT I DON'T THINK WE'RE FINISHED—AT LEAST! I HOPE NOT! THERE WAS A TIME WHEN JESUS HIMSELF WONDERED IF EVEN THE 12 DISCIPLES WOULD GIVE AWAY, GO HOME & BACKSLIDE!—BUT AS YOU LEAVE AN OLD YEAR, YOU USUALLY TRY TO TAKE A LITTLE STOCK ABOUT WHAT HAS HAPPENED & WHAT YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED, & THAT'S WHAT I'VE BEEN TRYING TO SHOW YOU.
20. I THINK YOU CAN BE THANKFUL, MAYBE EVEN PAT YOURSELVES A BIT ON THE BACK, BUT ESPECIALLY THANK THE LORD FOR HOW HE HAS USED YOU TO HELP US GET THE JOB DONE! WE HAVE REACHED THE WORLD WITH OUR DOCTRINE ON ALMOST EVERY SUBJECT: POLITICS, CURRENT EVENTS, ECONOMICS, BUT ESPECIALLY THE GOSPEL, TO TRY TO TELL PEOPLE THE TRUTH IN WHATEVER SPHERE OF LIFE THEY NEEDED TO KNOW ABOUT, & THE WORLD HAS HEARD ABOUT US!
23. BUT LAST YEAR WAS A GREAT YEAR OF TREMENDOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR US!—IT HAS BEEN ONE OF OUR GREATEST YEARS, IF NOT THE GREATEST: WE REACHED OUR GREATEST HIGH IN LITERATURE, WE REACHED OUR GREATEST HIGH IN SOULS, WE REACHED OUR GREATEST HIGH IN WITNESSING & WE REACHED OUR GREATEST HIGH IN EASIES!—HA!—EVEN THOUGH THE ENA NEARLY KNOCKED US FOR A LOOP FOR A WHILE!
24. NO WONDER THEDevil IS MAD!—NO WONDER HIS CHILDREN ARE FURIOUS! NO WONDER THEY ARE OUT TO GET US!—TO MAKE SURE WE DON'T HAVE ANOTHER GREAT YEAR! BUT WE DON'T REALLY NEED ANOTHER GREAT OR GREATER YEAR, IF WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED OUR JOB & DONE AS WELL AS WE HAVE ALREADY DONE THE PAST 10 YEARS!
25. PERHAPS OUR NEXT 10 YEARS MAY NOT BE AS GLORIOUS! I'M SURE THE DEVIL & HIS CROWD ARE GOING TO TRY TO SEE TO IT THAT THEY AREN'T!
26. JESUS SPENT ONLY 3 YEARS IN HIS GLORIOUS POPULAR PUBLIC MINISTRY! HE WAS PREACHING THE GOSPEL, GETTING DISCIPLES, HEALING PEOPLE, FEEDING THE MULTITUDES, MINISTERING MIRACLES FAMOUSLY!—BUT THEN IN JUST ONE WEEK, HE WENT FROM BEING HAILED AS KING BY THE WHOLE CITY TO BEING CRUCIFIED BY THEM!—AND HIS JOB WAS DONE: HE WAS FINISHED—HE HIMSELF SAID ON THE CROSS, "IT IS FINISHED": HE HAD ACCOMPLISHED HIS TASK!—HIS WITNESS, HIS SALVATION OF THE LOST!
In the coming days, you are going to be driven underground like you & his truth! He can then soon send the punishment upon them that they deserve for persecuting you, send the sorrows & the troubles & the tribulation upon them which they deserve for troubling you!

31. The more I see that we have already accomplished so much, the less I see that we have left to do! PTL? Look at it that way. Many groups & organizations & churches & businesses & governments are bragging about what they accomplished last year & how much more they plan to do this year. I am trying to tell you that I hope we will have less to do, because we have already done so much.

32. This must also be a year of watchfulness, waiting & praying.—Watch & pray!(Mt.26:41.) Be cautious. Nationalize, revolutionize, differential-wise, we’ve called it the last. Why do we say nationalize?—because we foreigners are being driven out of many countries which are not our own, & the only people who will be able to continue & carry on are you nationals whose country it is, whom they can hardly drive out! They may drive you in— to jail— but they can’t drive you out very well! We’re going to have to get out of some of the countries we have been in, because of persecution.

33. So we’re going to be driven into countries we have never been in before, where they need us even more! We neglected them— they were small, insignificant, poor, virtually unknown to us before. Now we are going to have to go to the little ones, not just the big ones. We have saturated the big countries, the big governments, the big peoples, the big tongues— now we are going to have to get down to every tongue, every tribe & every nation!

34. We may not roll as rapidly & as fast as we have before. We rolled very fast for awhile, & we swept the earth like a tidal wave! Now we may move in smaller waves, maybe in just little tiny ripples! Tidal waves only occur once in awhile: they are great, tremendous & they have a terrific temporary impact! But there are little waves out there in the water all the time, lapping the shores constantly of every continent of the world, of every island & many lands around the world.

35. We are going to be broken up in smaller groups for security, smaller families more difficult to find. Perhaps it will be even harder to earn a living. "They that preach the gospel should live of the gospel." (Ico.9:14.) But they can’t always do it.—not even Paul could always do it! Sometimes he had to go to work because the people didn’t give enough to support him, or because he couldn’t ask anyone for it on the field.

36. A lot of us are going to have to get up in the coming days. You are going to have to get up in more places in smaller numbers, less obvious, less famous, less publicized & less popular! We’ve had our days of popularity & prosperity & all that. Now we are going to be driven underground like the early church. But believe it or not, there they flourished!

37. The enemy was never able to wipe them all out! The best thing they succeeded in doing was to drive them out to where the Lord wanted them to be— in other places! Why should all the Christians be bunked up in Jerusalem? Why should they all be bunked up in Rome & the most powerful capitals & centers of the world? They didn’t even start their missionary work until years after Jesus was gone!—they got bogged down at home!

38. The early church didn’t even start evangelizing the world until they were persecuted! Several years had passed, they were so busy evangelizing Jerusalem & building up a big crowd there, tens of thousands of them! They practically took over the city, & it took their enemy Herod & his sword to drive them out! They thought they had taken over the capital & the country, & so they had it made.

39. They were popular, they were famous, they had saturated the land with their doctrine, turned it upside-down! So they tried to settle down & think, "Well, we’ve got it made! We’ve got the job done! We’ve about converted this whole country! So now we’re going to sit down & enjoy it!" But Old King Herod (the government!), inspired by the devil but allowed by the Lord, pulled out his sharp-pointed sword & began to needle them to get on their feet & get going & moving again to places they had never been before!

40. For the first time they went to Antioch & established an actual missionary base. From there they evangelized all Asia!—and Thomas went to India, & another to Japan, & they began to scatter all over the whole world! I believe we are now going to be forced to go into countries that we have never been in before! We may not reach such tremendous masses, perhaps. We may not be as famous & publicized as many newspapers, television, magazines, radio etc. as before.—but we may be thankful for it!

41. We are going to go places & reach people that we have never reached before! In some ways, it is going to be harder. We’re going to have to be incognito, anonymous, unknown, working individually or in smaller groups. We’re not going to be able to ride a crest of popularity & good publicity, & quickly & easily with hardly any effort reap a huge harvest.

42. We’re going to have to go in silently, quietly, unseen & unheard, & pick them one by one!—and they who are the nationals, who belong there & have a right to be there & preach & teach & evangelize, will be able to carry on after us. I believe it! I believe we are going to be forced out of where we are, where we have finished the job, into where we are not—where we need to finish the job.

43. It’s going to be slower, harder, more dangerous & more difficult, & the gleanings is going to be fewer in number, but we are going to reach more places than we have ever been before, more peoples, more tongues, more tribes & more nations! Believe it—because we are not going to stop just because they drive us out of one country into another! We’re going to keep
Right on going & preaching the Gospel & loving & wooling & winning souls to Christ wherever we go!—Amen? PTL! Hallelujah!

44. THIS WILL BE OUR FUTURE THIS COMING YEAR: SMALLER GROUPS, SINGLES & SMALLER FAMILIES HIDDEN, UNKNOWN, ALMOST DISGUISED, UNPUBLICIZED, UNIDENTIFIED SELAH HOMES, SOME WITH JOBS TO TRY TO SUPPORT THE HOME THAT OTHERS MIGHT FF OR DO WHATEVER THEY CAN TO SPREAD THE GOSPEL.

45. WE HAVE WON THE GREAT WAR & THE GREAT VICTORY, NOW WE MUST DO WHAT THEY CALL A "MOPPING UP" EXERCISE! WE HAVE WON MOST OF THE TERRITORY, WE'VE CONQUERED MOST OF IT, WE HAVE DONE MOST OF OUR JOB, WE'VE WON THE WAR! BUT THERE ARE STILL POCKETS OF RESISTANCE HERE & THERE, SO WE HAVE TO FINISH THE JOB BY MOPPING UP ALL THE PLACES THAT WE DIDN'T REACH.

46. BUT LET ME TELL YOU, WE'VE GOT A LOT OF MOPPING UP TO DO! THERE ARE A LOT OF PLACES WE HAVEN'T BEEN YET: BUT YOU SAY, "WELL, WE'VE ALREADY BEEN IN OVER 100 COUNTRIES!"—SO, WE'VE STILL GOT 150 TO GO! SOME OF THEM MAY BE PRETTY SMALL, HARDLY BIG ENOUGH TO TURN AROUND IN, BUT THERE ARE SOME SOULS THERE WHO ARE WAITING TO BE WON!

47. SOME HAVE NEVER SEEN YOU PERSONALLY, BUT THEY MIGHT HAVE SEEN YOUR PICTURE OR HEARD OF YOU OR YOUR MESSAGE. SOME MAY HAVE NEVER ACTUALLY RECEIVED A LETTER, BUT I THINK THEY'RE GOING TO GET THEM IN SOME PLACES WHERE THEY'VE NEVER HAD THEM BEFORE, & THEY'RE GOING TO SEE YOU & MEET YOU, PERSONALLY, PRIVATELY, QUIETLY, SOME PLACES THEY HAVE NEVER SEEN YOU BEFORE!

48. SO I'M HAPPY! I'M THANKFUL! I'M PRAISING THE LORD BECAUSE I BELIEVE WE'VE ALMOST WON THE WAR! WE'VE DONE OUR BIGGEST JOB! WE HAVE GOTTEN THE BIGGEST PART OF IT BEHIND US! BUT YOU MAY SAY, "WAIT, DAD! YOU'RE TALKING LIKE WE'RE ABOUT TO FOLD UP OR SOMETHING, OR WE'RE NOW GOING DOWNHILL!"—WELL, THAT'S THE EASIEST PART!—ONCE YOU'VE CLIMBED UP THE MOUNTAIN, THEN YOU CAN JUST ROLL DOWNHILL!

49. YOU'VE MADE IT!—YOU'RE OVER THE TOP!—YOU'VE REACHED THE SUMMIT! THAT'S THE GREATEST THRILL WHEN YOU CLIMB A MOUNTAIN! I'VE TALKED A LOT ABOUT REACHING THE SUMMIT. BUT I HAVEN'T SAID TOO MUCH ABOUT GOING DOWNHILL, HAVE I?—BUT YOU KNOW, ONCE YOU GET OVER THE TOP, THERE'S NOTHING LEFT BUT THE OTHER SIDE!—

50. AND IT'S DOWNHILL ALL THE WAY FROM THERE ON! IN SOME WAYS IT'S EASIER, Quicker & Shorter—A LITTLE HARDER ON YOUR TOES & MORE Dangerous Sometimes—but the Glory of the Greatest Victory is Behind You! Maybe You're Thinking, "Dad, You're a Fool to Tell These People Things Like This, That Our Greatest Years Are Behind Us!" I Didn't Necessarily Say Our Greatest Years Are Behind Us, But I'm Saying Our Most Popular Years, Our Most Publicized Years & Perhaps Our Easiest & Most Numerous Years.

51. Some of the Years Ahead May Hold Greater Miracles, Greater Marvels, Greater Individual Converts & Greater Martyrdoms. Perhaps There Will No Longer Be the Great Masses & the Passive Accomplishments of the Past. Maybe We Won't Have as Much Quantity as Before, But God Help Us to Have More Quality!—Amen!—It'll Have to Be Better Quality If It's Going to Endure & Last & Survive the Kind of Opposition We Are Going to Get From Now On!

52. Only the Strongest Are Going to Survive! The Lord Allowed It to Be Easy for Awhile, But Now It's Not Going to Be So Easy Any Longer. Oh, I Think There May Still Be Some Easy Fields Left, & Some Are Still Finding Them. I Think the Pioneers & Missionaries Now Already Abroad in Some of These Pioneer Fields, Who've Having It the Hardest So Far, Are Going to Look Back Now & See How Some of Us Are Now Suffering in Some of the Places We Ought to Get Out Of, & Think They Never Had It So Good!

53. I Used to Say This About Us Leaving America: "One of These Days We're Going to Look Back & Be Thankful We're Living in the Third World or Some Poor Country, When We See What Happens to America!" America Is Already on the Decline Along With Their Dollar! I Think It's Going to Be Harder & Slower in Some Ways, in Other Ways, Easier.—But:

54. The Worse Things Get, the Sooner They'll Be Over!—The Same Is True with Life! As You Grow Older, in Some Ways Life Gets a Little More Difficult, a Little Harder. In Others, It Becomes Much Easier. I Don't Think It Could Be Any Harder Than It Was in My Youth. In Some Ways I Feel Sorry for You: You Have Quite a Bit of Your Life Yet to Live.—Mine's Behind Me, I'm Done!

55. My Job Is Almost Done!—Should That Make Me Feel Bad?—Or Glad? Most of My Problems Are Over—I Have Lived Most of My Life Already, With All of Its Trials, Troubles, Tribulations & Battles. I've Accomplished a Great Deal, More than Most Men. I've Done My Job, a This Difficult Life Is Almost Over.

56. Death Will Be Sweet Release to a New World & a New Life.—Maybe New Problems, I Don't Know!—Especially Trying to Help You in the Spirit! Is It a Sad Thing for Me to Say I Thank God That the Biggest Part of My Job Is Over, The Worst Is Over, at Least Most of It Is Over, & I've Very Little Left to Do?

57. I Think It Ought to Encourage You That Perhaps the Biggest Part of Our Job Is Behind Us!—Maybe We Have Already Accomplished the Greatest Part in Numbers, Popularity, Sowing, Harvesting, Publicity & All of That. We Have Done the Job Many Places, We Have Won the War!—Now We Need to Feed the Sheep We Have!—Amen? Gby!

A Job Well Done!

Two! Harder, Rougher Grows the Way As We Strive Onward Day by Day, Yet Neater, Brighter Shines His Light As We Near the End of Night!

As 'Round the World We Work & Roam, Each Weary Step Brings Closer Home! For Journey's End Will Come Soon—See!—There He Waits for You & Me!

—and as He Catches Each One in From This Old World of Hate & Sin, He'll Welcome Home Each Faithful One with All His Joy for Job Well Done!—With His Joy for Job Well Done!—(Mt.25:21.)